
KS3 Assessment in Design and Technology          Name:____________________ 

Year 9 - Spring Term   

This term you have completed your Street Furniture design portfolio, completed an electronics 
project, started to manufacture a complex hardwood project and tried your hand at controlling 
inputs and outputs in robotics. 

End of  
Autumn Term 

End of  
Spring Term 

End of  
Summer Term 
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Street Furniture Design Portfolio 
 They make a prototype(s) of low quality. 
 Pupils test one feature of their prototype against a design brief or design 

specification and make a limited evaluation of their final prototype, identifying at 
least one feature of the prototype that needs to be modified. 
 

Electronics Project 
 Pupils work safely, demonstrating a low level of skill with a few tools and materials.  
 They make a working electronics project of low quality and know how to test one 

aspect of it. 
 Pupils can explain how some of the product works.  
 Pupils make a limited evaluation of their final prototype, identifying at least one 

feature of the prototype that needs to be modified. 
 
Hardwood Pencil Sharpener 

 Pupils work safely, demonstrating a low level of skill with a few tools and materials.  
 Identified few of the tools and processes you will use. 
 Can explain the main categories of timbers. 

 
Programming and Controlling Inputs and Outputs 

 Pupils are able to control a robot vehicle with limited success following the 
instructions given. 
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Street Furniture Design Portfolio  
 They make a prototype(s) of sufficient quality, which meets a few of the needs of 

the user/client.  
 The prototype could be commercially viable with further development.  
 There is some evidence of analysis and evaluation at some different stages of the 

project and evidence of iterative design. 
  Pupils test some of the main features of the design against the design brief and 

design specification and analyse and evaluate their final prototype.  
 They consider a few points of feedback from third parties. 
  They identify a few modifications to the design which were a result of testing, 

analysis and evaluation. 
 
Electronics Project 

 Pupils work safely, demonstrating an adequate level of skill and mostly using the 
correct tools, materials and equipment. 

 Pupils make a working electronics project of good quality and know how to test 
some aspects of it. 

 Pupils can explain how the circuit works and what the function of the components 
is. 

 They carry out some measurements and a few tests on the prototype for quality 
control purposes.  

 They identify a few modifications to the design which were a result of testing, 
analysis and evaluation.  

 
Hardwood Pencil Sharpener 

 Pupils work safely, demonstrating an adequate level of skill and mostly using the 
correct tools, materials and equipment. 

 Selected tools and processes with some independence. 
 Can explain the categories of timbers, including key properties specific types of 

wood. 
  

Programming and Controlling Inputs and Outputs 
 Pupils are able to control a robot vehicle with success following the instructions 

given. 
 Pupils are able to modify their program to adapt the outputs of the vehicle. 

   

 

 

 

 This term you have completed your Street Furniture design portfolio, completed 
an electronics project, started to manufacture a complex timbers project and 
tried your hand at controlling inputs and outputs in robotics. 

End of  
Autumn Term 

End of  
Spring Term 

End of  
Summer Term 
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Street Furniture Design Portfolio  
 They make a prototype of good quality, which meets most of the needs of the 

user/client.  
 The prototype could be commercially viable.  
 There is evidence of analysis and evaluation at several different stages of the 

project and evidence of iterative design.  
 Pupils test most features of the design against the design brief and design 

specification and analyse and evaluate their final prototype.  
 They consider some feedback from third parties.  
 They identify modifications made to the design which were a result of testing, 

analysis and evaluation, describing these in detail. 
 They identify some changes to, or influences on, their design brief, design 

specification and manufacturing specification, which were a result of testing, 
analysis and evaluation. 

 
Electronics Project 

 Pupils work safely, demonstrating a good and consistent level of skill and using 
the correct tools, materials and equipment.  

 Pupils make a working electronics project of high quality and know how to test 
many aspects of it. 

 Pupils can explain how the circuit works and what the function of the 
components is.  Pupils can explain how they would modify the circuit to 
improve its functionality. 

 They carry out detailed quality control and apply some tolerances when 
making their prototype.  

 They identify modifications made to the design which were a result of testing, 
analysis and evaluation, describing these in detail. 

  
Hardwood Pencil Sharpener 

 Pupils work safely, demonstrating a good and consistent level of skill and using 
the correct tools, materials and equipment.  

 They carry out detailed quality control and apply some tolerances when 
making their prototype.  

 Selected tools and processes with independence. 
 Can explain the main categories of timbers and select appropriate timbers for 

given applications having articulated their properties. 
 
Programming and Controlling Inputs and Outputs 

 Pupils are able to control a robot vehicle with success following the instructions 
given.   

 Students are able to develop the program to give the robot new functions which 
improve its effectiveness for achieving certain tasks. 

   

 


